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Abstract: 

God gifted sense of vision to the human being is an important aspect of our life. But there are some unfortunate people who lack the 

ability of visualizing things. The visually impaired have to face many changes in their daily life. The problem gets worse when they 

travel to an unfamiliar location. Only few of the navigation systems available for visually impaired people can provide dynamic 

navigation through speech output. None of these system work perfect ly for both indoor and outdoor applications. In this project, we 

propose a navigation device for visually impaired which is focused on providing voice output for obstacle prevention and navigation 

using RFID technology, and android devices. The proposed device is used for guiding individuals who are partia lly sighted or blind. 

This device is used to help blind people to travel with some ease and confidence as sighted people. The RFID tags are install ed into 

public buildings and also integrated into blind person’s walking stick. The whole device is designed to be small and is used in 

conjunction with the white cane. Th is device is connected to an android phone through Bluetooth. An android application is designed 

which gives voice navigation based on RFID tag read and also updates person’s location informatio n on the server. One more 

application is also designed for family members to access the blind person’s location through the server whenever needed. In recent 

years many research has been done in order to  develop electronic travel aids for assisting the visually impaired. 
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I.INTRODUCTION 

 

Blindness or visual impairment is a condition that affects many 

people around the world. The usage of the blind navigation 

system is very less and is not efficient. The b lind traveler is 

dependent on other guide like white cane, informat ion given by 

the people, trained dogs [1] etc. Many virtually impaired people 

use walking sticks or guide dogs to move from place to place. A 

guide dog is trained for guid ing its users to avoid the accidents 

from objects and barriers over a fixed path or in a fixed area. 

When a visually impaired person uses a walking stick, he waves 

his stick and finds the obstacle by striking the obstacles in his 

way. The study of previously developed systems and analysis of 

the implementation methods used, led us to define a new system 

which could overcome the disadvantages in the previous 

systems. Therefore using the existing technologies we provide a 

solution to the stated problem. The device has proximity infrared  

sensors which provide the vibration alert to avoid the obstacles. 

The RFID tags can be installed into public bu ild ing and it  is also 

integrated into blind person’s walking stick through RFID 

sensor. The whole device is designed to be small and is used in 

conjunction with the white cane. Vision is the most prominent 

means through which the environment is perceived. This 

perception of the environment is at the core of navigation. Thus, 

visually impaired are at a d isadvantage when it comes to 

independent navigation since they have to depend only on their 

hearing and tactile capabilities. In order to overcome this 

disadvantage navigation technologies such as GPS can be used. 

The GPS receiver is designed in such a way that it is able to  

calculate the position on earth and output the latitude and 

longitude coordinates of that position with an  accuracy of within  

10 metres. 

 

 

2. BLOCK DIAGRAM  

 
Figure. 1. Block diagram 

 

In our project we are using arduino UNO which p lays major ro le 

in blind stick. The Arduino Uno can be powered via the USB 

connection or with an external power supply. The power source 

is selected automatically. External (non-USB) power can come 

either from an AC-to-DC adapter (wall-wart) or battery. One of 

the main components of cane is ultrasonic sensor which is 

integrated with blind stick and it detects the obstacles. Our 

proposed project first uses ultrasonic sensor to detect obstacles 

ahead using ultrasonic waves. On  sensing this obstacle the 
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sensor. Passes the data to the microcontroller. The  

microcontroller then processes this data and calculates if the 

obstacle is close enough. If the obstacle is not that close the 

circuit  does nothing. If the obstacle is close the microcontroller 

sends a signal to sound a buzzer. One more feature is that it 

allows the blind to detect if there is light or darkness in the room. 

The system has one more advanced feature integrated to help the 

blind find their stick if they fo rget where they kept it. A wireless 

RF based remote is used for this purpose. Pressing a remote 

button sounds a buzzer on the stick which helps the blind person 

to find their stick. The supply for the u ltrasonic sensor is taken  

from arduino board. The one more advantage of blind stick is, by  

using RFID tags it  is used for indoor navigation purposes also. 

The RFID tags are placed in public build ings (Eg: Schools, 

colleges, government areas…etc). The reader which is placed in  

a stick will read the signal from RFID tag and gives the alert  

signal to visually impaired people. The alert button is fixed in a 

stick and in case of any emergency the control unit will receive 

the signal and it sends the message to the family members with a 

help of GSM module which is connected in processor unit.  

 

2.1. ARDUINO UNO 

The ARDUINO is a microcontroller board based on A Tmega 

328P. Its operating voltage is 5V. The recommended input 

voltage is 7-12V and the limited input voltage is 6-20V. 

 
Figure.2. Arduino UNO  

 It consists of 14 d igital input/output pins of which  6 provide 

PWM output. It also has 6 analog input pins, a 16MHz quartz 

crystal, a USB connection, a power jack and a reset button. The 

DC current provided per I/O pin is 20mA and DC current for 

3.3V p in is 50mA. ATmega328P has 32KB flash memory of 

which 0.5KB used by boot loader. The Arduino Uno board can  

be powered via the USB connection or with an external power 

supply. External power supply may either from an AC-to-DC 

adapter or a battery. IOREF p in on the Arduino board provides 

the voltage reference. Th is operates the microcontroller. A  

properly configured shield can read  the IOREF pin  voltage and 

select the appropriate power source or enable voltage translators 

on the outputs to work with the 5V. 

 
Figure.3. Pin Diagram of ARDUINO 

 

2.2. GLOBAL S YSTEM FOR MOBILE 

COMMUNICATION 

Global System for Mobile Communicat ion (GSM) is an 

international standard which describes the digital cellular 

network protocols used by mobile phones. GSM is used for 

transmitting mobile voice, data services and short message 

services. The key features of GSM technology is that the users 

are provided with high quality signal and speech channels at 

very affordable rates. The GSM network is made three parts. 

The Mobile Station, Base Station and Mobile Services 

Switching Centre (MSC). In th is paper the information about the 

particular consumer will be sent to EB through GSM. Then, the 

consumer has to give the requisition to EB for making the circu it 

breaker coming into normal with the help of ARDUINO through 

GSM. It also provides compatibility, multitasking and speed 

advantages over Code Div ision Multiple Access (CDMA).  

 

2.3. ULTRASONIC S ENSOR 

Ultrasonic Ranging Module HC - SR04: 

 

Product features: 

Using IO trigger for at least 10us high level signal, The Module 

automatically sends eight 40 kHz and detect whether there is a 

pulse signal back. IF the signal back, through high level, time of 

high output IO duration is the time from sending ultrasonic to 

returning. 

 

Figure.4. Ultrasonic sensor 

Test distance = (high level time×velocity of sound (340M/S) / 2,  
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Wire connecting direct as following: 

 

 5V Supply 

 Trigger Pulse Input 

 Echo Pulse Output 

 0V Ground 

 

2.4. PASSIVE TAG AND READER: 

Passive tags are those energized by the reader itself, they contain 

no power source, typically  have very long lifetimes (near 

indefinite) a drawback over act ive tags is the read range, 

typically  2cm (1in) to 1.5m (4.5 ft), a  strong positive is 

individual tag cost. RFID Passive tag [8] is composed of a 

integrated electronic chip  and a antenna coil that includes basic 

modulation circuitry and For most general applications passive 

tags[4] are usually the most cost effective. These are made in a 

wide variety o f sizes and materials: there are durable plastic tags 

for d iscouraging retail theft, wafer thin  tags for use within  

"smart" paper labels, tiny tracking tags which are inserted 

beneath an animal's skin and credit card sized tags for access 

control. In most cases the amount of data storage on a passive 

tag is fairly limited - capacity often being measured in bits as 

opposed to bytes. However for most applications only a 

relatively small amount of data usually needs to be codified and 

stored on the tag, so the limited capacity does not normally pose 

a major limitation. Most tags also carry an unalterable un ique 

electronic serial number, which makes RFID tags [8] potentially  

very useful in  applicat ions where item tracking is needed or 

where security aspects are important the reader powers the tag 

(transponder), by emitting a radio frequency wave. The tag then 

responds by modulating the energizing field. Th is modulation  

can be decoded to yield the tags unique code, inherent in the tag. 

The resultant data can be the passed to a computer from 

processing. Tags have various salient features apart from their 

physical size: Other available features are: Read  Only, Read  

Write, Anti-Collision 

 

 
Figure.5. Inductive coupling  

 

2.5 GLOBAL POS ITIONING S YS TEM  

 

 The Global Positioning System (GPS), also known as Navstar 

GPS or simply Navstar is a  global navigation satellite  system 

(GNSS) that provides geolocation and time information to a 

GPS[2] receiver in all weather conditions, anywhere on or near 

the earth where there is an unobstructed line of site to four or 

more GPS satellites. The GPS system operates independently of 

any telephonic or internet reception, though these technologies 

can enhance the usefulness of GPS positioning information. The 

GPS [3] system provides critical positioning capabilities to 

military, civil, commercial users around the world. The GPS 

concept is based on time and the known position of specialised 

satellites. The satellites carry very stable atomic clocks that are 

synchronised with one another and to ground clocks. 

 

 
Figure.6. Global Positioning System 

 

3. OUTCOME AND ACHIEVEMENTS  

 

The system can be used both indoor and outdoor navigation. 

Blind person’s location can be tracked whenever needed which 

will ensure additional safety. Detect obstacles and alerts the 

blind person through vibration alert and speech output. The 

system enables the blind person to move with the same ease and 

confidence as sighted people. Since the system is linked  with 

GSM module it provides the direction informat ion. Avoids the 

obstacle based on ultrasonic sensor. Facilitates the easier 

communicat ion in case of emergency. 

 

 
Figure.7. Modern blind cane   
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4. CONCLUS ION 

 

Smart sensors are not just fad; they are wave of the future. As 

more people realize the value of invention the field will grow 

without bounds. This can be demonstrated by the design 

specified. In practical cost efficient and extremely useful. If all 

these characteristics weren’t enough to warrant investigation into 

this field  of safety, these inventions will also make this inventory 

wealthy. Th is project is application based as it has an application  

for blind people. The ultimate aim of this project is to s olve the 

problem faced by the blind people in their daily life. The system 

also takes measures to ensure their safety 
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